
VISTAVIEW RETRACTABLE SCREENS

BENEFITS SIZE 

The VistaView Retractable Screens ¬fits a wide screen into a compact housing and offers insect 

protection while maintaining the look of your home.

AUTO-STOP  

Homeowners gain full control with the convenience of unlimited stopping points. Automatically 

stops when the handle is released.

CAPTURED MESH  

No more blowouts or frayed mesh! Utilizing specialized equipment the screen mesh is captured 

in the tracks which keeps the mesh retained and tight at all times.

RECESSED TRACK  

VistaView screens can be recessed to provide a smooth transition and finished look.

• 100mph Wind Tested

• Clear Vision

• Insect Control

• Convenient Auto-Stop

Singles Up To 14’ Width / 11’ Height

Doubles Up To 28’ Width / 11’ Height



OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY

Luxury Screens offers a three-year limited warranty on engines and mechanical parts valid from 

the date of installation to the original purchaser of a RetractaView, VistaView, The Horizon and/or 

SmartScreen Motorized screens; this does not apply to screen mesh, vinyl, speed reducers or wood 

finishes. Optional speed reducers are guaranteed for one year after date of installation. 

This warranty is not transferable and will remain intact for the original purchaser as long as the product 

has been installed by one of our authorized distributors and/or our factory-trained installers, and has 

not been moved or altered in any way.

Luxury Screens guarantees that the components of our products will be installed free of material and 

workmanship defects. “Defects” are defined in this warranty as imperfections that prevent product 

functionality. Wrinkles on the mesh or gathering along the edges themselves do not constitute a 

defect.

The limited warranty does not encompass components that are damaged by misuse, abuse, or 

unauthorized repair or modification; normal wear and tear, lack of maintenance, normal weathering, 

fading, scratches, corrosive contaminants in the air or applied, natural disasters, or other causes 

beyond the control of screens, rails, profiles, handles, pulls or Luxury Screens.

If a component is defective or assistance is needed, please contact Luxury Screens or our authorized 

dealers where you made the original purchase.

Keep your receipt, as it will be required for any after-sales service. Also, please consider installation 

charges for replacement of defective components.


